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Abstract

Singer identification is to automatically identify the singer in a

music recording, such as a polyphonic song. A song has two

major acoustic components that are singing vocals and back-

ground accompaniment. Although identifying singers is simi-

lar to speaker identification, it is challenging due to the inter-

ference of background accompaniment on the singer-specific

information in singing vocals. We believe that separating the

background accompaniment from the singing vocal will help

us to overcome the interference. In this work, we extract the

singing vocals from polyphonic songs using Wave-U-Net based

audio-source separation approach. The extracted singing vo-

cals are then used in i-vector based singer identification system.

Further, we explore different state-of-the-art audio-source sep-

aration methods to establish the role of considered method in

application to singer identification. The proposed singer identi-

fication framework achieves an absolute accuracy improvement

of 5.66% over the baseline without audio-source separation.

Index Terms: Singer identification, audio-source separation,

Wave-U-Net, i-vector speaker modeling

1. Introduction

Singer identification is to automatically identify the singer in a

music recording. It potentially enables many multimedia appli-

cations. The basic modules of a conventional singer identifica-

tion system are vocal/non-vocal segmentation, feature extrac-

tion, modeling of the singers and classification. Although this

problem is analogous to speaker identification [1, 2], it is more

challenging because of the presence of loud, non-stationary

background accompaniment that acts as an additional variable

over the singing vocals. Many of the previous works on singer

identification have either ignored the influence of background

music on singing vocals or attempted to identify singers from

speaker-identification standpoint [3–7].

The initial explorations for singer identification consider

a speaker recognition system with Gaussian mixture model

(GMM), trained using mel frequency cepstral coefficient

(MFCC) features to distinguish singers [5]. This is followed by

some attempts to improve the feature representation [6]. Others

explore the structural knowledge of music for singer identifi-

cation [7]. The rhythm structure and inter beat time resolution

features are used to train classifiers for both vocal segmentation

and singer modelling. This study established that instrumental

music sections are also unique for each singer apart from the

vocal characteristics.

The work presented in [8] uses vocal segmentation using

sparse representation based classification to improve the perfor-

mance of singer identification. The approach reported in [9]

estimated the uncertainty from enhanced melody of polyphonic

songs in an automatic manner to facilitate more or less impor-

tance to the features depending on how reliable they are in dif-

ferent time frames. Unlike the traditional methods, the authors

of [10] attempted to extract acoustic features that reflect vibrato

information to identify singers.

In another direction of work [11], it is considered that the

major issue in automatically identifying singers is the negative

influences caused by accompaniment sounds. The problem is

attempted in two ways, accompaniment sound reduction and re-

liable frame selection, which contributed to improve the singer

identification performance significantly. Along this direction,

study in [12] suggests removing the influence of background ac-

companiment, with the assumption that substantial similarities

exist between the instrumental-only regions and the singing re-

gions with background accompaniment. Similarly, [13] shows

that singer identification with singing vocal extraction from

polyphonic songs outperforms that without singing vocal ex-

traction. The audio-source separation method employed in their

work is a probabilistic approach based on GMMs of the short-

time spectra of two sources. Further, they have used adaptation

of source model via maximum likelihood linear regression in

order to improve the separation quality.

Overall, the prior work in singer identification runs in three

major directions that include improving the vocal segmenta-

tion [8,10] , singer-specific acoustic feature extraction [3,6,10],

and audio-source separation [9, 12, 13]. We note that the audio-

source separation methods have advanced greatly in recent time

with better accuracy compared to the earlier studies [9, 12, 13].

Nevertheless, most of the existing singer identification meth-

ods used GMMs or SVM modeling techniques, whereas i-

vector modeling gained popularity for speaker recognition in

the current decade [14]. Eghbal et al [15] have used i-vector

based singer identification framework using timbral features on

Artist20 database [16] and presented a comparative study.

Singing vocal shares the same underlying physiological

mechanism for production as that of speech. However, singing

requires a higher level of vocal effort and a larger range of varia-

tion in loudness than those of natural speech [17]. There are two

ways to combat these differences. Firstly, one can reduce the in-

fluence of background accompaniment and secondly, introduce

features to represent uniqueness in each singer’s voice, despite

of the presence of background accompaniment. The timbre fea-

tures are well established in the literature to represent singer

identity [15]. Therefore, in this work we attempt to follow the

former direction by extracting singing vocals from polyphonic

songs, to reduce the interference on extraction of singer-specific

information from songs. We hypothesize that the interference

of background accompaniment over the singing vocals affects

the extracted features that propagate to the singer identification

models. In this regard, an end-to-end audio-source separation
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method over i-vector based system is considered for singer iden-

tification. The studies presented in this work are conducted on

Artist20 database.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

discusses an end-to-end audio-source separation technique that

could be suitable for our study. The proposed framework of

singer identification with audio-source separation is described

in Section 3. In Section 4, the details of the experiments are

presented. Section 5 reports the results and discussion. The

work is finally concluded in Section 6.

2. Audio-source Separation

To overcome the background accompaniment on extracting

singer-specific information, we incorporate an audio-source

separation module to extract the singing vocals from poly-

phonic songs. We study the effect of three different audio-

source separation methods on our singer identification: har-

monic/percussive, convolutional neural network (CNN) based,

and Wave-U-Net based approach.

Percussion component in the background accompaniment

introduces vertical lines in the spectrogram, which makes it

noisy. Therefore, we first attempt to remove these using the

traditional harmonic/percussive method [18], which is reported

to be simple and effective. This method uses median filters indi-

vidually in the horizontal and vertical directions to separate the

harmonic and the percussive events. This separation method is

integrated in the widely used audio and music analysis library

librosa1 [19].

As an alternative we are also interested a CNN based solu-

tion to the audio-source separation [20]. This method achieves

the same performance as that of multi-layer perceptron based

audio-source separation with less time complexity and compact

representation. In this case, we use the model trained on iKala2

dataset, for voice, bass, and drums separation [21].

Wave-U-Net3 represents a recent success in audio-source

separation [22]. It is an adaptation of the U-Net architec-

ture [23, 24] into one-dimensional time domain to perform

end-to-end audio-source separation, which repeatedly resam-

ples feature maps to compute and combine features at differ-

ent time scales. This architecture extracts an increasing num-

ber of higher-level features on coarser time scales using down-

sampling blocks. These features are combined with the ear-

lier obtained local, high-resolution features using up-sampling

blocks, yielding multi-scale features, which are used for making

predictions [22]. We have used the pre-trained best vocal sepa-

ration model (M5-HighSR), whose implementation is available

in [25].

In Figure 1, we show a comparison of the vocals obtained

from the three different audio-source separation methods. Fig-

ure 1 (a) shows the waveform corresponding to a segment of a

polyphonic song from Artist20 dataset. Figure 1 (b), (c), (d),

(e) show spectrogram (with 20 ms frame-size, 10 ms frame-

shift, sampling rate 10 kHz) corresponding to original poly-

phonic song and extracted vocals for the same audio segment

using harmonic/percussive, CNN and Wave-U-Net based audio-

source separation, respectively. If we compare each of Figure 1

(c), (d), (e) with Figure 1 (b), we can observe that using har-

monic/percussive method (Figure 1 (c)), the percussive compo-

nent is removed, however the other components are preserved

1https://librosa.github.io/librosa/
2http://mac.citi.sinica.edu.tw/ikala/
3https://github.com/f90/Wave-U-Net

Figure 1: Comparison of spectrograms for different audio-

source separation methods for a segment of polyphonic song

from Artist20 dataset, (a) original mixed audio waveform; spec-

trogram of (b) polyphonic song, extracted vocal using (c) har-

monic/percussive, (d) CNN based, (e) Wave-U-Net based audio-

source separation methods.

in the spectrogram, similar to the polyphonic song shown in

Figure 1(b). After applying CNN based source separation, al-

though the vocal specific characteristics are preserved in the

spectrogram, as shown in Figure 1(d), there are some glitches at

the boundaries of the phonemes and some of the harmonic com-

ponents are removed. This type distortion is also evident for

the songs with high intensity background accompaniment dur-

ing informal listening. Figure 1 (e) shows that the Wave-U-Net

based audio-source separation not only removes the background

accompaniment, but also preserves the vocal part.

3. Singer Separation and Identification
Framework

In this work, we propose a framework for automatic singer iden-

tification, which considers the audio-source separation method

to eliminate the interference introduced by the background ac-

companiment on singer identity cues. Figure 2 shows the block

diagram of the proposed framework for singer identification.

Instead of directly extracting the features, we first extract the

singing vocals from polyphonic songs using end-to-end Wave-

U-Net architecture proposed in [22]. The audio-source sepa-

rated vocals are then used for singer modeling and testing to

identify the singers.

We use i-vector based system for modeling the singer char-

acteristics. The i-vector is a factor analysis approach that rep-

resents the dominant speaker information in terms of a low di-

mensional vector. This compact representation is learned us-

ing a total variability space that is trained using background

data. The total variability space captures all the variability like

channel/session information, and hence necessary compensa-

tion techniques have to be applied on i-vectors to compensate

them [26,27]. The train i-vectors of singers are computed using

features extracted after audio-source separation. Similarly, the

test i-vectors from songs of test data are obtained after audio-

source separation. Given a test song i-vector, its similarity with

all the train i-vector models is computed, to identify the singer

with the highest similarity.
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Figure 2: Proposed framework of singer identification with audio-source separation module.

4. Experiments

This section describes the experiments related to the singer

identification framework proposed in this paper. We also dis-

cuss the details of the corpus and experimental setup.

4.1. Database

To validate our assumption and experiments, we have used

Artist204 dataset, which is a standard corpus for singer/artist

identification [16]. It contains six albums of English popu-

lar songs from 20 artists that include a total of 1,413 tracks.

The database also defines a canonical 6-fold train/test scheme,

where each fold consists of training on five albums per artist,

and testing with the remaining one. The audio files are provided

in the form of 32 kbps mono MP3 with 16 kHz sampling fre-

quency. The previous recent work in singer identification [15]

used the same corpus and reported the results for the predefined

6-fold train/test scheme.

4.2. Experimental setup

As mentioned in Section 3, firstly we use Wave-U-Net to extract

singing-vocals from polyphonic audio, for all the 1,413 tracks

available in the Artist20 database. The Wave-U-Net architec-

ture computes an increasing number of higher-level features on

coarser time scales using down-sampling blocks. These features

are combined with the earlier computed local, high-resolution

features using up-sampling blocks, yielding multi-scale features

which are used for making predictions.

To train the audio-source separation model available

in [25], 75 tracks from the training partition of the

MUSDB5 [28] multi-track database are randomly assigned.

In this work, we use the best performing pre-trained model

M5-HighSR, whose implementation is available in [25]. The

M5-HighSR model has several modifications over the baseline

model, which are difference output layer, input context and re-

sampling, stereo channels and learned up-sampling with 44.1

kHz sampling rate [23].

In ideal case, the extracted singing vocals should contain

only singer’s voice and silence segments corresponding to in-

strumental sections of the songs. However, due to the errors in

the singing vocal separation method, the instrumental accom-

paniments are suppressed only to some extent, and these non-

vocal segments do not contain any useful information. To detect

the non-vocal segments, we divided the spectrum of each frame

(framesize 25 ms, frameshift 5 ms, sampling frequency 16 kHz)

into four equal subbands to detect these suppressed non-vocal

segments. The energy corresponding to the 2nd subband shows

a prominent difference between the segments with vocals and

without vocals. A threshold based on the average 2nd subband

energy is set to classify the frames into vocal and non-vocal

4https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/artistid/
5https://sigsep.github.io/datasets/musdb.html

categories. The non-vocal segments with very long duration are

removed from the audio as a pre-processing step.

The singing vocals after audio-source separation and

vocal/non-vocal segmentation are then used for singer identi-

fication studies. The previous work on Artist20 dataset using

i-vector framework presented a comparative study on the use of

different feature dimensions, channel/session compensation and

scoring techniques [15]. It is found that the best performance is

achieved by using 20-dimensional MFCC features along with

their first and second derivatives over i-vector with linear dis-

criminate analysis (LDA) [29] followed by cosine distance for

scoring. Therefore, we use the exact best experimental setup to

compare our proposed framework to that without audio-source

separation presented in [15].

We perform short-term processing and extract 20-

dimensional MFCC features along with their first and second

derivatives (60-dimensional) for every frame [30]. The fea-

tures are then subjected to cepstral mean variance normalization

(CMVN) before developing the models [31].

The studies in this work follow a 6-fold validation for per-

formance evaluation as discussed earlier. In each fold, five al-

bums are used for training and the remaining one is used for

testing. The universal background model (UBM) with 1024

Gaussian components and a total variability matrix (T-matrix)

with 400 factors are used for i-vector extraction [14, 32]. This

set up is similar to the previous work in [15]. No other corpus is

used to train the UBM and T-matrix. Instead, in each fold, one

third of the training set is used to train UBM and the entire set

for T-matrix learning. The 150-dimensional LDA is computed

with same data by which T-matrix is trained.

5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results for singer identification

studies with the proposed framework. Further, we extend the

studies to compare Wave-U-Net based audio-source separation

to other methods and short song segment scenario.

5.1. Studies with proposed framework

Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed framework with

audio-source separation and its comparison to baseline without

audio-source separation. The results of the baseline are cited

from [15] that shows the average identification accuracy across

the 6-fold studies. We report the results of every fold for the

proposed framework, followed by the the average identification

accuracy. Each fold result also represents performance of dif-

ferent albums used for identifying the singers from Artist20 cor-

pus. It is observed from Table 1 that the proposed framework

with audio-source separation helps to improve the performance

by a large margin, which is 89.97% compared to 84.31% for

baseline method. This indicates the importance of audio-source

separation for singer identification that confirms our hypothesis.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of proposed framework to

that without audio-source separation on Artist20 corpus.

Train/test Accuracy (%)

Baseline

Avg. [15] 84.31

Proposed

Fold 1 85.17

Fold 2 90.41

Fold 3 89.96

Fold 4 95.63

Fold 5 90.21

Fold 6 88.24

Avg. 89.97
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Figure 3: t-SNE visualization of i-vectors for (a) 10 different

singers, (b) different albums corresponding to one singer.

In Figure 3 (a), we have shown the visualization of i-vector

based singer representation for randomly selected 10 singers.

We use t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)

technique [33] for this, which is widely used for the visualiza-

tion of high-dimensional data. It is observed that the proposed

framework is efficient to represent uniqueness in each singer.

To establish that our singer models are album independent, we

also show the same t-SNE representation in Figure 3 (b), for 6

albums of a randomly chosen singer. As the i-vectors are over-

lapping for different albums, we can conclude that the models

are album independent.

5.2. Comparison to various audio-source separation meth-

ods for proposed framework

We also compare different audio-source separation methods dis-

cussed in Section 2 for singer identification. The training and

test samples from fold 2 are randomly chosen for this compar-

ative study. Table 2 shows the comparison of three different

methods of audio-source separation for singer identification. It

is observed that the Wave-U-Net based audio-source separation

method outperforms the other two by a large margin.

We recall our observations from Figure 1 that presented

spectrograms of singing vocals obtained using different audio-

source separation methods. It showed better singing vocals

with CNN based method than the harmonic/percussive ap-

proach. However, the performance achieved with the CNN

based method is much poorer for singer identification as ob-

served. The work done in [34] on singing-to-lyrics alignment

showed that the effectiveness of CNN based method is closer

to Wave-U-Net based approach, than the harmonic/percussive

audio-source separation. This shows that the CNN based

method can be effective for audio-source separation in tasks,

where there is no importance of speaker information. However,

the results is this work depict that it may not be useful for singer

identification application. Thus, the consideration of Wave-U-

Net for audio-source separation to have an improved speaker

characterization is justified in this work.

Table 2: Performance comparison of different audio-source

separation methods under Fold 2 on Artist20 corpus.

System Accuracy (%)

Harmonic/percussive 85.84

CNN 78.54

Wave-U-Net 90.41

Table 3: Performance comparison of baseline and proposed

system under 10 seconds singing speech scenario.

System Accuracy (%)

Baseline 47.03

Proposed 68.04

5.3. Studies using short song segments

With the rising importance of practical applications in every

field, the short utterance scenario in speaker recognition has

gained attention in the recent years [35–39]. The same can be

applicable in this case of identifying singers, when there is a

short segment of song available. Therefore, we investigate our

proposed framework with audio-source separation for identify-

ing singers with short song segments. Instead of 5 minutes of

song, in this case 10 seconds of singer’s voice is considered

to test with our proposed approach and the baseline without

audio-source separation. We note that the same trained mod-

els described in Section 5.1 are used in this scenario. Table 3

shows the results for singer identification under short test song

segment. It is visible that the proposed method achieves an ac-

curacy of 68.04% against the baseline method accuracy 47.03%.

This shows that the gain is more significant with the proposed

framework when there is limited amount of data present to iden-

tify a singer. This further showcases that audio-source sepa-

ration plays a major role for singer identification that is more

evident for short song segments.

The studies presented here shows the importance of audio-

source separation for singer identification. Consideration of

Wave-U-Net as the most suitable one is validated by compar-

ing to other available methods. Further, the gain achieved with

short song segments strengthens the use proposed framework

for singer identification.

6. Conclusion

This work focuses on proposal of a novel framework for singer

identification using polyphonic songs, by incorporating the

audio-source separation module. An audio-source separation

method based on Wave-U-Net is used for separating the back-

ground accompaniment from the songs. The signing vocals thus

obtained are then used to build the singer models with i-vector

based approach. The studies are conducted on Artist20 database

reveals that the proposed framework outperforms the baseline

without audio-source separation by a large margin. Further,

we demonstrate the effectiveness of considering Wave-U-Net

over other audio-source separation methods by performing their

studies for singer identification. The future work will focus to

extend this work under singer verification application.
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